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ABSTRACT 

 

A function f:XY is said to have closed graph if graph of f i.e. the set (x,f(x)) is a closed subset of the 

product space X × Y. It is well established fact that a function with closed graph is KC as well as 

Inversely KC. Moreover, a function with closed graph is closed if X is compact .In the present paper, 

some conditions are investigated under which an inversely KC function or KC function becomes 

closed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
By a space, we shall mean a topological space. No separation axioms are assumed and no function is assumed to be 

continuous or onto unless mentioned explicitly; cl(A) will denote the closure of the subset A in the space X. If A is a 

subset of X, we say that X is T1 at A if each point of A is closed in X. X is said to be Frechet space (or closure 

sequential in the terminology of Wilansky [1]) if for each subset A of X, xcl(A) implies there exists a sequence {xn} 

in A converging to x.X is said to be a k-space if O is open (equivalently :closed) in X whenever O∩K is open (closed) 

in K for every compact subset K of X. Every space which is either locally compact or Frechet is a k-space. 
 

A function f:XY is said to be compact preserving (compact) if image (inverse image) of each compact set is 

compact. f:XY will be called KC [1] (inversely KC) if image (inverse image) of every compact set is closed. For 

study of closed functions , see references [4],[5],[6] and [7]. 

 

In 1968,Fuller [2] has proved the following 

 

THEOREM : Let f:XY have closed graph. Then f  is closed if f  is  inversely subcontinuous. 

 

In 1988,Piotrowski [3] has proved the following 

 

 

THEOREM : Let f:XY have closed graph. Then f is closed if f is  inversely subcontinuous. 
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 In 1988,Piotrowski [3] has proved the following 

THEOREM : Let f:XY have closed graph and be compact  where  Y is a k-space.Then f is closed. 

 In the present paper, the condition of closed graph on the function f is weakened by assuming the function KC or 

inversely KC and the following results are obtained. Theorems 1 and 2 (Theorems 3 and 4) give conditions under which 

a KC function (inversely KC function) becomes  closed.  

THEOREM 1. Let f:XY be KC with closed fibers where X is locally compact, regular, countable compact and Y is 

Frechet .Then f is closed. 

PROOF. Let F be a closed subset of X and let yclf(F)-f(F). Since Y is a Frechet space, there exists a sequence {xn} of 

points in F such that f(xn)y.   Now  F  being a closed subset of countable compact space X is  countable compact,the 

set {xn:nN} has a cluster point x in F, y f(x). Since f has closed fibers, f
1

(y)  is a closed set and xf
1

(y).Then X 

is locally compact, regular implies there exists an  open set W containing x such that clW is compact and 

clW∩f
1

(y)= . Since f is  KC, f(clW) is closed which is a contradiction as  ycl f(clW)- f(clW). Hence f must be 

closed.   

THEOREM 2. Let f:XY be KC and compact where  Y is a k-space. Then f is closed. 

PROOF. Let F be a closed subset of X. To prove f(F) is a closed subset of Y, we prove K∩f(F) is a closed subset of K 

for every compact subset K of Y, since Y is a k-space. So let K be a compact subset of Y .Then f
1

(K) is a compact 

subset of X, since f is compact. Now F∩f
1

(K) being a closed subset of f
1

(K) is compact and therefore 

f(F∩f
1

(K))=K∩f(F) is closed in K as f is KC. This completes the proof.                                                                                                                                                                      

THEOREM 3.  Let f:XY  be Inversely KC, compact  where Y is a Frechet and T1  is at f(X).  Then f is closed. 

PROOF. Let F be a closed subset of X and let  yclf(F)-f(F). Since Y is a Frechet space, there exists a sequence {xn} of 

points in F such that f(xn)y. Now  K={f(xn):nN} {y}is compact, f is Inversely KC and compact  implies f
1

(K) 

is closed and compact set  and therefore the set {xn:nN} has a  cluster point x in the set FՈf
1

(K).Since yf(x) and Y 

is T1 at f(X), V=Y-{f(x)} is an open set containing y. Then f(xn)y implies there exists an integer no such that f(xn)V 

for all nno. Let H={f(xn): nno} {y}.Then H is compact and f is inversely KC implies f
1

(H)  is  closed which is a 

contradiction as xcl f
1

(H) - f
1

(H). Hence f must be closed. 

THEOREM 4.  Let f: XY  be  Inversely KC, where  X is countable compact and Y is Frechet and T1  is at f(X).Then 

f is closed. 

PROOF. Let F be a closed subset of X and let  yclf(F)-f(F). Since Y is a Frechet space, there exists a sequence {xn} of 

points in F such that  f(xn )y. Now  F  being a closed subset of countable compact space X is countable compact, the 

set {xn: nN} has a cluster point x in F,y f(x). Since Y  is T1 at f(X),  the set V=Y-{f(x)}  is an open set containing y. 
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Then f(xn ) y implies  there exists an integer no such that f(xn )V for all nno. Let K={f(xn ): nno} {y}.Then K is 

compact and f is inversely KC implies f
1

(K) is closed which is a contradiction as xcl f
1

(K) -f
1

(K). Hence f must 

be closed. 

 The following example shows that none of the condition on the domain and range space  can be weakened.  

EXAMPLE: Let X=N, the set of  positive integers, with a base for a topology on X the family of all sets of the form 

(2n-1,2n) nN and Y= (0, ,
3

1
,

2

1
… )

1

n
 as a subspace of the real line. The function  f: XY defined by                   

f(2n-1)=
1

1

n
=f(2n) for n2 and f(1)=0=f(2) is  Inversely KC as well KC but is not closed although X is B-W 

compact and Y is Frechet , T2.   
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